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Business Case for Imperial College Business School  
Global Online MBA 
Advice for writing your Business Case  

General tips: 
 

• Try to keep your overall proposal succinct, to the point and to a maximum of two pages 
• Add supplementary documents (e.g. programme brochure, corporate sponsor guidance, etc.) 

and detailed information in the appendix 
• Keep the conversation open and plan for future meetings with your employer. 

Before you prepare your Business Case 
 

• Find out if your employer has a formal sponsorship policy in place. Ask your line manager or 
your HR department 

• Research on LinkedIn or check with the Business School if your employer has sponsored 
other colleagues for an MBA programme. Find out what kind of support was provided, e.g. the 
financial value and time support  

• Identify the approval process to determine who will read your Business Case 
• Plan ahead; choose a suitable time during the financial and business year to make your case. 

 
  

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/business-school/programmes/global-mba/fees-and-funding/corporate-sponsorship/
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The Business Case 
 
1. Executive summary 
Overview of support requested, benefits to organisation and timescales for decision. 

This section should give the reader an immediate understanding of: 
• The specific programme and Business School you wish to join 
• What investment and support is actually being asked for (in terms of time off work, financial support, 

project work) 
• The tangible benefits to the organisation in return for them making this investment. Try to keep this 

to two or three main headline benefits 
• When the decision is required by and what will happen next. 

 
2a. Personal goals 
How the Global Online MBA meets personal career goals, including the personal benefits of taking an MBA 
programme at this particular institution. 

This section should give the reader an immediate understanding of: 
• Why this particular choice of development is the right one for you (i.e. why a Global Online MBA) 
• What other development options you considered and how they were evaluated (what research has 

been done in terms of web based research, attending information sessions or speaking to alumni, for 
example) 

• Why this specific programme at Imperial is the right one for you. Here you may want to give reference 
to particular aspects of the programme such as the core modules, electives, projects or coaching 
programme (further information is available in “Notes and additional information for completing your 
Business Case”). Reference how these will benefit your personal goals. 

• Both the short-term goals and outcomes such as “enhanced understanding of finance and 
management accounting” and long-term goals and outcomes such as “in three years’ time I will be 
qualified to lead x team which fits in with my career goals of gaining increased leadership 
experience”. 

See “Notes and additional information for completing your Business Case” section for more guidance 
 
 
2b. Organisational goals  
How the Global Online MBA meets the organisational goals, including benefits and outcomes of taking an 
MBA programme at this particular institution. 

This section should give the reader an immediate understanding of: 
• The tangible benefits and outcomes for the organisation in return for them making this investment 
• How you will practically and directly apply the course content to your organisation by linking to work 

objectives and projects. Link to the core modules, electives and projects here 
• The strategic fit between your organisation and Imperial College Business School 
• How the course will enable you to perform better and deliver more for your employer 
• Both the short term goals and outcomes such as “I can immediately take this learning of accounting 

and finance to deliver more impact on the current x project I am working on by...“ and long term goals 
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and outcomes such as or “in three years’ time I will be in a position to deliver on x business 
development strategy”. 

Be as specific as possible and avoid generalised statements. 

See “Notes and additional information for completing your Business Case” section for more guidance 

3. Support requested
The degree of funding and/or study time required.

This section should give the reader an immediate understanding of: 
• The support required in terms of time off work. Make it explicit how this would be structured and over

what period
• The financial support required. Outline the amount required and over what period
• Any additional support required, for example, support on the final Global Online MBA project or visits

from the employer to the Business School
• You may want to consider outlining the opportunity cost in this part – i.e. what you would have been

doing in this time if you weren’t studying a Global Online MBA. You can link this back to the benefits
of you taking the programme.

Notes: 
• The Global Online MBA programme is a part-time, primarily online programme that can be studied 

over 21, 24 or 32 months. 
• You will be required to come to campus in London twice during the programme, for approximately 

one week per visit.

4. Time scales
Clarification of the decision needed with actions and timescales to take this forward. Keep this as an on-going 
discussion and ensure you have scheduled follow-up meetings regarding your progress. 

This section should give the reader an immediate understanding of: 
• The recommendation that you are looking for
• The next action need to take this forward
• How and when will you assess your performance and development after joining the programme.

5. Agreement
Agreement to the proposal as set out above.

https://wwwf.imperial.ac.uk/business-school/programmes/global-mba/
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Notes and additional information for completing your Business 
Case: 
Please find below some additional information that you may find helps you to build your Business 
Case. You should also use the Imperial College Business School website for further information: 
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/business-school/programmes/global-mba/ 
Make sure you link to any information to that is directly relevant for you and your organisation. 

Keeping your employer engaged 
• Invite your employer to events or lectures hosted by the Business School
• Introduce your employer to other members of your cohort.

Personal and Organisational goals 

Strategic fit – Why Imperial benefits employers 
Employees who join the Global Online MBA programme at Imperial College Business School are 
helping their organisation to move a step ahead. Your organisation will not only be nurturing and 
developing an employee who can add increasing value to their business, but will also gain: 

• An infusion of the latest thinking and business skills
Our faculty are practitioners on the cutting-edge of business and research who will pass on their
leading knowledge and skills to you. You will then be able to share and apply this back in the
workplace immediately. To strengthen your Business Case, be specific as to how you will do this.

• Access to Imperial resources and events
Imperial College London is one of the world’s top universities with all the resources that implies,
such as seminars led by some of the world’s leading speakers and large research facilities. By
your studying here, your organisation will also have access to a rich and diverse events
programme.  Senior members of your company may wish to raise their profile by speaking at
industry sector events at Imperial.  Your company may wish to take advantage of a talented
graduate pool – by advertising and recruiting from the MSc population; this is a free service and
can replace expensive advertising and agency costs.

• The professional network
The Global Online MBA learning, both practical and theoretical, can be immediately applied
which adds value in terms of understanding the business drivers of different teams or through
enhanced effectiveness and analytical skills.  Moreover, the cohort is filled with professionals
sharing insights from leading global organisations which allows cross-learning. You will be able to
utilise their experience and expertise to contribute new strategies to improve your business
practices.

Strategic fit – Why the Global Online MBA suits employers 
Due to the part-time, flexible and primarily online nature of the Global Online MBA, you will be able to 
maintain your current work commitments while developing your skill set. The state-of-the-art online 
learning platform, The Hub, allows you to study around your busy schedule, when and where it suits 
you and your employer. 

Benefits from the courses 
As well as the strategic fit between your organisation and Imperial College Business School, you 
should also highlight how the specific aspects of the programme will help you meet both personal and 
organisational goals: 

http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/business-school
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/business-school/programmes/global-mba/
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• Core and flexcore modules
To strengthen your Business Case you should outline the core and flexcore modules that will be 
of immediate benefit and explain why you and your organisation will benefit. The core modules 
are Financial and Management Accounting, Organisational Behaviour, Marketing Management, 
Managerial Economics, Corporate Finance and Strategy. The flexcore modules are Business 
Analytics, Corporate Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Leadership.

• Electives
Of the range of electives on offer, certain courses are bound to address areas relevant to your 
business. Outline how these can be of immediate benefit to your organisation.
An indicative list of electives is as follows: Advanced Corporate Finance, Private Equity, Mergers 
and Acquisitions, Brand Management, International Business, Pricing Strategy, Venture Capital 
Finance, Advanced Strategy, Digital Business, Marketing Analytics, Managing Negotiations, 
Operations Management and Strategic Problem Solving. As a Global Online MBA student, you 
can attend up to two face-to-face electives from our on campus portfolio.

Additional elements 
There are also additional elements of the Imperial College Business School Global Online MBA that 
can benefit both you and your organisation: 

• MBA syndicate teams:
By working in teams, the Global Online MBA will enhance your ability to build relationships with a 
range of professionals from different backgrounds, sectors, functions and levels. The syndicate 
teams also provide you with opportunities to share and find solutions to issues at work.

• Capstone:
The Capstone module provides you with a practical opportunity to apply and integrate what 
you’ve learnt during the programme - including knowledge gained from your strategy, finance, 
innovation, management, entrepreneurship and leadership courses - and enables you to think 
more strategically when faced with the challenges of bringing new ideas to market.
You will ideate and develop an innovation and develop a business case for it so it can be realised 
within a company, requiring you to use analytical skills to explore the existing capabilities and 
worldwide strategy of a company and analyse its industry, and your creative skills to develop your 
own project.

Contact us 
If you need help, get in touch by email at: gmba@imperial.ac.uk 
Telephone: +44 (0)20 3510 2771
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